
CITY OF BERKELEY
Ordinance #4694 N.S.

LANDMARK APPLICATION

United Artists Theatre
2274 Shattuck Avenue
Berkeley, CA 94704

Berkeley United Artists Theatre Circa 1938 (credit: Gary Parks/the Jack Tillmany Collection)
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Opening night of United Artists Theatre in Berkeley, Sept. 1932.

1. Street Address: 2274 Shattuck Avenue
City: Berkeley
County: Alameda
ZIP: 94704

2. Assessor’s Parcel Number: 57-2028-003
Block and Lot: Lot 00003, Block: AR:0057
Dimensions: 0.54 Acres, or 23,289 square feet
Cross Streets: Bancro� Way and Kittredge Street

3. Is property on the State Historic Resource Inventory? Yes
Form# 012632

Is property on the Berkeley Urban Conservation Survey? No

4. Application for Landmark Includes:

a. Building(s): Yes The entire exterior. According to the city planning department
the property has two facades – the facade facing Shattuck avenue with the
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marquee and WPA-style “Unity and Artistry” design of painted cast concrete, as
well as the dramatic fluted Art Deco stagehouse facade and corbeled alley gateway
on Bancro� Way.

b. Landscape or Open Space: No

c. Historic Site: Found eligible for the National Register of Historic Places; it is on
the California Register of Historical Resources; and locally designated as an
“architecturally significant” building.

d. District: The UA was listed as a Contributor to the proposed Shattuck Avenue
Downtown Historic District, according to a 2015 report (see Bibliography).

5. Historic Names: United Artists Theatre, United Artists Theater, Regal UA Berkeley

6. Date of construction: 1931-1932.

a. Factual: Yes (see permits in Bibliography and image section below)

Sources of Information: Building permit applications and other city documents;
historical newspaper articles; archives of BAHA, Berkeley Public Library and
Berkeley Historical Society, among others.

7. Architect: Clifford A. Balch (1931-1932); Albert R. Walker & Percy A. Eisen (aka Walker
& Eisen) (1931-1932); John E. Costello (civil engineer) (1931-1932).

8. Builder: Cahill Brothers, Henry J. Beller

9. Style: Art Deco

10. Original Owners: United Artists Theater

Original Use: Live performance (vaudeville) and movie theater.

11. Present Owner: Patrick Kennedy, Panoramic Interests, Q0ZB LLC

Present Occupant: Vacant

12. Present Use: Commercial (currently vacant; there is a pending application to raze
the vast bulk of the theater to erect an apartment tower).

Current Zoning: Downtown Mixed-Use District (C-DMU Corridor).

Adjacent Property Zoning: C-DMU Buffer and C-DMU Corridor

13. Present Condition of Property:

Exterior: Fair to good condition.

Interior: Fair to good condition.

Has the property’s exterior been altered? Yes
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Street scene with
UA marquee, 1940.
Credit: Shattuck
Ave. commercial
corridor report,
2015.

14. Description:

Located on the west side of Shattuck Avenue between Kittredge Street and Bancro�
Way in the heart of downtown Berkeley, the United Artists Theatre opened in 1932 as an
opulent 1,800-seat Art Deco theater with a stage, dressing rooms, a green room, a large
organ and orchestra pit, and other features that enabled it to be used initially for live
vaudeville-style performance while also screening movies. It took an estimated
$300,000 to build and was the work of some 200 skilled artisans and laborers. It
operated continuously as a movie theater for 91 years, until it closed in February 2023.
Despite being converted to a multiplex beginning in the early ‘70s, the theater has been
relatively well-maintained over the decades, its historic features surviving various
retrofits thanks to pressure from local preservationists and architectural historians. To
this day the theater is chock full of splendid Art Deco architectural and decorative
features and furnishings.

Not only is the UA Berkeley the most architecturally significant theater in all of
Berkeley; it was the last movie theater to operate in the downtown. Currently there is
only one operating movie theater le� in Berkeley, in the Elmwood district.
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EXTERIOR

Front marquee and facade featuring the WPA-style Artistry and Unity motif, 2002.

Box office and
vestibule
showing early
‘80s UA
rainbow
design (on top
of original
‘30s plaster)
and original
inner
mahogany
doors with
etched glass
design.
Ximena
Natera,
Berkeleyside.
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“Although the base of
the front façade has
been altered over
time, the United
Artists Theater
Building at 2274
Shattuck Ave. features
a distinctive 1930s Art
Deco upper façade on
Shattuck Avenue and
an original
formed-concrete
theater shell on
Bancro� Way,” stated
a 2015 historical
resource technical
report on the theater
(see Bibliography).
The report continued:
“The proportions and
materials of the
dynamic façade
design continue today
to serve as a clear
example of an early
twentieth-century
commercial/theater
building in the
downtown core. The
United Artists Theater
is part of a setting of
mostly historic
buildings along the
primary commercial
corridor along
Shattuck Avenue and
the transit center that
connects the city with

the University of California campus.”

The 2015 report designates the theater as a Contributor to a proposed Shattuck Avenue
Downtown Historic District. “The facade retains its original flowing Art Deco
character…” said a 2007 article in the Berkeley Daily Planet marking the theater’s 75th
anniversary (see Bibliography). “It’s one of the more prominent and important
architectural compositions from its era in Berkeley, complementary to the Deco-style
Berkeley Public Library, just up the block.”
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“The pylon facade with its WPA-style reliefs of Artistry United is a familiar part of the
Art Deco group that also includes the zig-zag Public Library (1930) and the little tiled
restaurant (a 1932 remodeling of a 1905 bank),” writes Betty Marvin in a 1979 Gazette
article (see Bibliography). “A late-comer to the block, the U.A. fits around and behind
the earlier buildings on a large T-shaped lot, with a long narrow lobby wing reaching
out to Shattuck Avenue.”

The 2015 historical resource report goes on: “The stepped upper front façade is notable
for its Art Deco style frescos and bas relief. ‘Artistry’ and ‘Unity’ are featured on each
side of the tower, with stylized imagery of leaves and globes, gears and levers, musical
instruments, and male and female forms. The tall center of the upper façade once
supported a blade sign; there have been two designs, both mounted during the period
of the original projecting Art Deco marquee. The tower has curving patterns similar to
plumes. The sides of the tower are accentuated with scrolls and half-arches. The base of
the building includes outer piers clad in marble and a remodeled recessed entrance. An
original tile floor is evident at the south side of the entrance area. The current marquee
is a recent installation, flat to the building.”

“This building serves pedestrian traffic that flows from the primary commercial strip
along Shattuck Avenue to the related downtown urban uses and the University Campus
nearby. The large, irregular, L-shaped parcel is approximately 36 feet wide at Shattuck
Avenue and wraps around the corner building to have a wall on Bancro�. The footprint
of the building covers almost the entire property, with some setbacks for egress.”

“Character-defining features include: stepped-parapet front wall; concrete wall structure
and board-formed concrete rear wing with its vertical speed stripes; recessed entrance
form; wall frescos and bas relief; tower plume, arch, and scroll patterns; original tile
floor.”

EVOLVING STYLES OF EXTERIOR
The UA Berkeley’s original facade included a vertical neon sign that soared above
Shattuck Avenue and beaconed people from blocks away, along with a boxy marquee
that jutted far over the sidewalk and enveloped pedestrians in a dizzying kaleidoscope
of bright lights. Due to evolving aesthetic tastes and economic factors, however, the
signs and marquee of the United Artists theater changed over the decades.

According to a Berkeleyside article from February 2023: “The original vertical sign
above the marquee was replaced with a sign from the 1940s and recycled from the UA
Theater in Oakland. In 1968, the marquee had its reader-boards changed from glass and
metal to plastic.” In the 1960s, Lady Bird Johnson’s Beautify America program
developed a Scrap Old Signs (S.O.S.) initiative aimed at tearing down neon signs in
America’s cities that were deemed too imposing and garish. As a result, Berkeley’s
downtown lost many of its great neon signs, including the one at the UA. That said, the
UA Berkeley continued to feature a prominent vertical sign and boxy marquee into the
early ‘70s (see Supplemental Photos section).
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In 1973, with the movie business taking a downturn, the UA Berkeley was bisected into
two screens, then partitioned into four screens two years later. It was at this time that
the tall vertical sign was taken down and the marquee was made more flush to the
theater’s facade. The marquee changed further when the UA was split into seven
auditoriums in the 1980s.

Despite the changes, the UA Berkeley’s historic nature has remained apparent over the
decades thanks to the sculpted cast concrete facade with the WPA-style motif of Unity
and Artistry.

Originally, the ticket lobby was open to the street. Mahogany doors with etched glass
still lead to the lobby proper and its 22-foot ceilings. The ticket lobby was closed off in
1989, when the facade was repaired and exterior improved, according to the
Berkeleyside article.

STAGEHOUSE FACADE
It’s important to note that the UA Berkeley has two facades, the front facing one on
Shattuck Avenue and the large stagehouse facade on Bancro� Way. “The mostly
unpainted fly of the original theater abuts the sidewalk along Bancro� Way. This
imposing, rectangular structure is built of cast concrete with vertical fluted speed stripes
and board-formed horizontal texture,” states the 2015 historical resource report. “Its
height is equivalent to five or six stories tall. At the east corner is a one-story exiting
wing. At the west corner is a two-story wing with a driveway/service entrance.”

Over the driveway entrance is an elegant corbeled – or stepped – archway.

While its
features are
subtle, the
impact is
dramatic,
with the
structure
rising several
stories over
Bancro�
Way. At the
roofline, the
fluted speed
stripes (or
ribbed
fluting) give
way to a
raised
horizontal
design; the
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facade’s details are echoed in other Art Deco buildings in the downtown and wider
region, including the zig zag moderne Public Library and the Kress Building on
Shattuck and Addison Street.

The 2015 historical resource report says the theater’s “architectural integrity” is evident
in its “massive side wall” and “the entire Bancro� Way massing.”

INTERIOR

Artist rendering approximating view from balcony, based on historic photos and other historic documents, of the
original auditorium. Rosslyn Manx, 2023.

The relatively narrow Shattuck Avenue facade belies a vast interior resplendent with Art
Deco detail that originally contained a magnificent 1,800-seat auditorium with a stage,
dressing rooms, an orchestra pit, men’s and women’s lounges, fountains and much
more. The interior was spacious enough to accommodate being subdivided into a total
of seven screening rooms in the ‘70s and ‘80s while leaving the grand lobby, hallways
and other original spaces fully intact.

“The outer atrium with four-sided dome, tiled walls, and colored pavement leads in to a
tall main lobby with monumental wall mirrors and Art Deco floral designs in red and
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gold,” wrote historic preservationist Betty Marvin in a 1979 Gazette article. “Beyond this
an inner lobby rambles on in more intimate style under the mezzanine, through a
kaleidoscope of frosted glass and metal light fixtures, tropical and classical mural
paintings and medallions, streamlined stair and balcony railings, and even the original
drinking fountains, phone booth, washroom furniture, and heating fixtures.”

Despite the multiplex conversion, Marvin wrote, the theater is a “magnificent enclave of
the 1930s nonetheless.”

Relatively recent photo of grand
lobby, pictured from upper balcony.

A list of interior spaces and
features includes: box office
and vestibule with early
‘80s-era UA logo design
above the doors; original
custom mahogany
entrance doors with etched
glass panels; grand lobby;
hallways; stairs and
stairways; hallways;
bathrooms; balcony;
mezzanine; projection and
storage rooms;
auditoriums including
former lounges; offices;
features of the original
auditorium including the
pillars, proscenium, organ
grilles, gilded ceiling with
sunburst radiating out
from above the original
stage; a vast amount of
splendid Art Deco
architectural and
decorative features
throughout including
chandeliers and other light
fixtures, large beveled
mirrors, gleaming polished
aluminum stairway

railings; lattice-like metal balcony railings; and tablets and murals and medallions.
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According to eyewitness accounts and public records, much of the original auditorium
– including the proscenium arch, gilded ceiling and sunburst, and organ grilles – are
believed to still exist in some form. Due to pressure from local preservationists and the
city in the ‘70s and ‘80s, the theater owner made the multiplex retrofits while preserving
these features behind the false walls and ceilings.

Audience full of
children with
balcony in full view,
1940s. Source:
Margaret Herrick
collection.

Grand lobby, 1966. Jack
Tillmany Collection.
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15. History:

When the United
Artists theater opened
on Shattuck Avenue on
September 16, 1932, the
event was so dazzling a
newspaper ran a
headline reminding
locals this was “Not
Hollywood, but
Berkeley.”

“Talking picture”
luminaries including
Mary Pickford and Bing
Crosby signed
autographs under the
giant marquee and
soaring neon-lit tower
while beaming klieg
lights swept the night
sky. The country was in
the throes of the Great
Depression, making the
debut of this
magnificent Art Deco

theater even more spectacular to “stargazing” locals.

“Every one of the 1,800 luxurious seats in the theater was filled within five minutes a�er
the doors opened,” the Berkeley Daily Gazette reported. “Twice as many filled the
foyers, waiting for an opportunity to obtain seats for the second show.”In fact, this was
“the greatest theatrical event in the history of Berkeley,” the Gazette declared

Among the throng of Berkeleyans were numerous local officials including city council
members and Berkeley Mayor Thomas E. Caldecott. “Down to Earth” starring Will
Rogers was the featured cinematic attraction. Uniformed ushers guided patrons to their
“air cushioned” velvet seats.

The UA was part of a grouping of opulent, modern theaters built by the United Artists
Corporation in the ‘20s and ‘30s, all of them in Southern California except for the one
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in Berkeley. The theater line was an offshoot of the film production and distribution
company founded by movie icons Pickford, Charlie Chaplin, and Douglas Fairbanks,
who sought more financial and creative control of their work.

Managed by Fox West Coast Theatres, the UA Berkeley was designed by architect
Clifford Balch and the firm Walker & Eisen, with interior decor by the celebrated
Heinsbergen Decorating Company of Los Angeles.

Until it closed
in February
2023, the UA
was the last of
these deco
structures to
operate as a
movie theater.

Ticket prices
ranged from
30 to 69 cents
for adults, and
10 cents for
children. The
theater cost
roughly
$300,000 to
build and was
cra�ed by
some 200
laborers and
fitted with the
best in Art
Deco
furnishings.
The
decorative
splendor
included

chandeliers, murals, railings “like glistening silver,” large men’s and women’s lounges
with luxe furniture, and Roman drinking fountains with sparkling ice water that were
lauded as works of art.

“Hundreds stopped to congratulate Manager Clarence L. Laws on the beauty of the
theater and the wonderful service rendered by house staff,” the Gazette wrote.

The theater was even more breathtaking once entering the auditorium. Because the UA
was originally designed as a live vaudeville venue, it was built with a stage 25-feet deep,
numerous dressing rooms, a green room, “one of the greatest electric concert organs” in
the state, and a spacious orchestra pit.
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The Gazette
raved about
“the great stage
with its artistic
drapes,” the
proscenium
arch etched
with angels, the
“golden
console” of the
organ, the
glowing
sunburst design
on the gilded
ceiling, and the
clusters of blue,
green, yellow,
and white light

bulbs illuminating from below the balcony rail.

Considering the UA Berkeley opened at a time when thousands of banks were failing

and millions of Americans were out of work, it’s impressive that the theater remained
open for 91 years.

“It was 1932, the year Frederick Lewis Allen called the cruelest year of the Depression,
and the Berkeley city government was trying bravely to be optimistic,” wrote Florence
Jury for a Gazette history column in 1981. “Almost defiantly, it announced that 1931 had
seen much building,” Jury wrote. “The University Christian Church was built for
$120,000; the public library was completed at a cost of $250,000; a $40,000 addition to
the YMCA was virtually finished; $289,000 worth of municipal improvements were
made; and the university had spent $3 million on its building program.”

The County and City of Berkeley sank into debt helping the fast-multiplying needy
families seeking aid. Berkeley devised a program in which 500 destitute families
received groceries and rent and utilities assistance in exchange for participating in a
local public works program.

“And 1932 was to see continued progress,” Jury wrote. “The United Artists Theater, when
finished in the summer, would represent an investment of $300,000, and the federal
government had awarded a $105,000 contract for an addition to the local post office.”
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It turns out, there was a
different, more modest
theater planned for
what eventually became
the opulent UA
Berkeley.

“There were many
delays and changes of
plans, to which partly
owe its advanced glass
Deco style: early
reports announced a
‘free adaptation of
Spanish Renaissance’ –
in other words, the
Moorish cinema style of
the 1920s, like the
nearby Fox-California
as rebuilt in 1929-1930,”
Marvin wrote in 1979.
“U.A. officials went
ahead a�er an
‘extensive survey
convinced them that
Berkeley was in a
position to support a
high-class theater of the
size contemplated’...”

GOVERNMENTDOCUMENTS GIVE HISTORICAL CONTEXT

According to an environmental site assessment conducted in 2022 (see Bibliography):
“The earliest record reviewed during this assessment was an 1894 Sanborn map
depicting the Subject Property as developed with two residential dwellings on the
eastern (2240 Shattuck Avenue) and western (2033 Bancro� Way) portions. The Subject
Property remained in this configuration until at least 1903. By 1911, a residential
dwelling was developed on the northern portion (2035 Bancro� Way). The eastern
portion of the Subject Property was redeveloped as part of a mixed-use residential and
commercial building (2274 Shattuck Avenue). The Subject Property remained in this
configuration until at least 1929. Historical occupants of 2274 Shattuck Avenue during
this time include: a post office (1911) and Donogh’s Dry Goods and Department Store
(1925 to 1928). In 1932, the Subject Property was developed with the existing
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commercial theater building (2274 Shattuck Avenue). The Subject Property building was
originally constructed as a one auditorium combination stage theater and movie house.”

The Shattuck Avenue Commercial Corridor Historic Context and Survey in 2015
provides more historical context:

“As the Depression continued in the United States, the Bay Area became a hub for
migrants. Over one million people moved to California, marking the first mass
migration of impoverished people made possible by the invention and mass production
of the car. By 1930, Oakland was California’s third largest city, following closely behind
both Los Angeles and San Francisco. Berkeley however, did not experience an influx of
Depression migrants, in search of work and living hand to mouth in tent cities.
Berkeley’s population remained relatively flat during the 1930s, and although the
economic effects were felt throughout the Downtown area, Berkeley remained insulated
from the very worst of the Depression era.

To help employ people and spur economic recovery, President Franklin D. Roosevelt
instituted a public-works program, known as the New Deal, run by the Works Progress
Administration (WPA). One such project that would have a lasting impact on Berkeley
and the rest of the East Bay was the construction of the Bay Bridge. Although funding
had been approved by the federal government in 1929, the actual construction of the
bridge occurred at the beginning of the 1930s.

1940s Shattuck
Avenue.

The New Deal
also led to
projects that
directly
impacted the
aesthetic of the
downtown. The
Hinkel Block
was an early
large-scale
commercial
building within
the downtown
core that had
withstood the
1906 San
Francisco
Earthquake,
and was
remodeled as a
part of the
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modernization program that began
during The Great Depression.
Promulgated by the Berkeley
Chamber of Commerce with
low-interest loans obtained from
Federal Housing Authority (FHA) in
a program called “Modernization
for Profit”, was a brief attempt at
downtown revitalization and jobs.

Berkeley was shielded by the worst
effects of the Depression thanks to
the University of California.
Despite state budget cuts, the
campus continued to serve as the
economic lifeblood of the City.

Theaters, from nickelodeons to
moving picture palaces, were well
established in the city's downtown
during the end of the first decade of
the twentieth century. The
attraction of moving pictures had
begun to replace recreational
activities in the downtown such as
billiard halls popular during the
nineteenth century. Some of the
first movie houses had been located
on the ground floor of residential
buildings such as the University
Apartments at 2057 University
Avenue and the Brooks Apartments

at 2231 Shattuck Avenue. Two large theaters were constructed just prior to World War I;
the T&D at 2111 Kittredge in 1911, and the U.C. Theater at 2036 University Avenue in
1917. At one point the greater downtown was host to 12 theaters. At the beginning of the
Depression, movie theaters took on a new dynamism with the introduction of the 1932
United Artists Theater at 2274 Shattuck Avenue that brought competition of the newly
remodeled Fox California on Kittredge. With the University Theater at the north end of
the downtown, the larger theaters have continued on into the present. The design of the
UA, and the James Plachek designed 1930 Berkeley Public Library at the corner, was
joined with a remodeling in the Art Deco style of the old Homestead Loan Association
Building in between at 2270 Shattuck Avenue creating a three building Art Deco
composition along this part of the Shattuck Avenue commercial corridor.”

In the late 1940s, the United Artists chain was acquired by San Francisco-based movie
theater operators Robert and Marshall Naify. Under their ownership the chain swelled
to more than 2,000 theaters, making it the largest chain in the U.S. In 1988, however,
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the Naifys sold the UA chain to a telecommunications company in Colorado. Some
years later United Artists went bankrupt and was merged with other insolvent cinema
companies under the Regal Entertainment Group, which operated the theater until its

closure in February 2023.

Berkeley Gazette, 1956.

THE UA AS COMMUNITY
MEETING SPACE
As a theater, the UA
entertained generations of
moviegoers from Berkeley
and the wider region. It was
a destination for college
students who flocked to see
blockbuster films that the
multiplex tended to show in

recent decades. Newspaper stories and ads also show that the UA also served as a
meeting and exhibition space for various groups over the decades, including garden
clubs, the Kiwanis Club, and religious groups.

Pictured is a back-to-school shopping promotion where kids attended the UA for free:
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A recollection of life at the UA in the mid-century, from the BHS Spring 2013 newsletter.
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THE ARCHITECTS ANDDESIGNERS

Clifford Balch andWalker & Eisen. Clifford A. Balch was the primary architect of the
UA Berkeley, assisted by the firmWalker & Eisen. Balch was born in Minnesota, the son
of a carpenter. According to the 2015 Shattuck Avenue corridor survey, “The Balch
family moved to Pasadena, California in the early 1890s. Following the death of his
father in the early 1900s, Balch worked as a residential architect to support his mother
and three younger brothers before marrying Pearl Payne, with whom he had two
daughters. Balch was well known as a designer of theaters. As part of the firms Walker
and Eisen, Balch and Stanbery, in partnership with his brother William Balch, and as a
sole practitioner, he was responsible for over 20 classic Art Deco-style theaters across
California and Nevada, including the United Artists Theatre in Berkeley remodel and
the Four Star Theatre Building and the El Rey Theatre in Los Angeles.”

“Balch also designed theatres for Fox West Coast Theatres as well as United Artists
throughout California throughout the 1930s and early 1940s, producing over 20 classic
Art Deco style movie theatres across California and Nevada. He also worked on
Berkeley’s renovation of the T&D at this time for Fox West Coast.”

The architectural partnership of Walker & Eisen was formed by architects Albert R.
Walker and Percy A. Eisen, in Los Angeles, California. Walker and Eisen were both
native Californians, born in the 1880s. Their partnership began in 1919 and lasted until

1941. The work of the firm spans many
building types beyond theaters. Balch
and Walter & Eisen individually
designed many other California
theaters in addition to working as a
team on Berkeley’s United Artists
Theater.

Painted mural by Anthony Heinsbergen that is still
inside the UA Berkeley.

Anthony Heinsbergen. Anthony
Heinsbergen (December 13, 1894 –
June 14, 1981) , who designed the
interior decor of the UA Berkeley, is
considered a foremost interior
designer of North American
moviehouses in the early 20th
century. In addition to the UA
Berkeley, renowned examples of his
work include the Wiltern Theatre the
Theatre at the Ace Hotel (also known
as the United Artists flagship) in Los
Angeles. His work has been venerated
by major museums including a 1973
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OCMA exhibit sponsored by the Smithsonian.

“Heinsbergen’s career spanned nearly 60 years,” stated a Gazette article about a
Heinsbergen exhibit at OCMA. “During that time he converted the relatively neutral
space and vast walls of these cavernous theatres into Egyption temples, ornate
Renaissance palaces, Gothic castles, cosmic skyscapes and streamlined Art Deco
showcases, ones gleaming in glass and chrome with black and red accents.”

Grand staircase and landing showing sleek Art Deco railings.

FromWikipedia:
Born Antoon Heinsbergen in Haarlem (the Netherlands), he emigrated with his family
to the United States in 1906 where they settled in Los Angeles. Heinsbergen began
painting while still a boy; and, as a young man he worked as an apprentice painter and
was one of the first students to take formal training from Mrs. Nelbert Chouinard at her
Chouinard Art Institute in Los Angeles. His area of interest in which he developed a
renowned expertise was the painting of murals and in 1922 he went into business for
himself. He was successful in obtaining a few commissions out of which he earned
considerable recognition that led to a number of major contracts in and around Los
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Angeles most notably with the Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel, the Beverly-Wilshire Hotel
and in 1928 a municipal government contract for the new Los Angeles City Hall. During
this time, his work came to the attention of theatre mogul Alexander Pantages who
hired him to work on one of his buildings. The praise he received for this work opened
the doors to jobs at more than twenty Pantages theatres and helped Heinsbergen
become a major national contractor for theatre murals.

Heinsbergen's company grew to employ more than one hundred and eighty decorative
painters involved with a wide variety of wall and ceiling murals for corporate offices,
churches, synagogues, civic auditoriums, libraries and other ornate structures of the era.
However, the Heinsbergen name is mainly linked to his theatre murals as a result of the
more than seven hundred and fi�y he created throughout North America during the
theatre industry's period of rapid growth. High-profile work of this type includes
murals for the Wiltern Theatre, the Oakland Paramount Theater, the Warner Grand
Theatre in San Pedro, California, and the United Artists flagship theatre in downtown
Los Angeles, plus the vaulted ceiling of the city's Park Plaza Hotel which can be seen in
the opening sequences of the 1990 David Lynch filmWild at Heart.”

16. Significance

The United Artists Theatre in Berkeley is considered a masterful example of Art Deco
architecture and one of very few theaters of its kind and size remaining in California. As
with the architecturally renowned Berkeley Public Library nearby, the UA Berkeley has
long been highly regarded by historic preservationists, architectural historians, and Art
Deco experts.

“Oakland has the Paramount but Berkeley has the United Artists – and the comparison
isn’t as rash as one might think just walking past the small and rather severe U.A. facade
at 2274 Shattuck Ave,” wrote preservationist Betty Marvin in the Berkeley Gazette in
1979.

The United Artists Theatre demonstrates significance in a multitude of ways by the
standards set forth in Berkeley’s landmark preservation ordinance, the National
Register Historic Places, and the California Register of Historical Resources.

In 1978, the theater was found eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. In
2006, it was placed on the California Register of Historical Resources. (It is coded as
2S2: Individually determined eligible by NR by consensus through Section 106
process. Listed in the CR.)
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The UA Berkeley is the ONLY intact theater le� in the state that was designed by both
Balch and Walker & Eisen. It is the last of the early group of United Artist theaters le� in
Northern California.

According to the Cinema Treasures website, of the roughly twenty theaters that Walker
& Eisen designed in California, most are closed and several have been demolished. Only
one is still open – the Theatre at the Ace Hotel in Los Angeles. Likewise, for theaters
designed by Clifford Balch, the vast majority are closed and many have been
demolished. Only a handful of Balch-designed theaters are operating in Southern
California – none in Northern California, according to Cinema Treasures.

Here is what the Berkeley Historical Society said about the UA Berkeley in 1982:

Berkeley resident Mark A. Wilson also opined on the UA’s significance that same year:

The 2015 historical resource technical report states: “The building is historically
significant due to its association with important patterns of development in the
downtown core, and for its distinctive Art Deco architecture. The property remains an
important contributor to the establishment of a historic district in the greater Shattuck
Avenue area. The building continues to represent, at the street, commercial forms and
materials that were prominent in the downtown during the period of historical
significance for this building; from 1932-1958. The form and detailing of both the
building and its original commercial storefronts maintain an important link to the past
of downtown Berkeley.”
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It also says: “The proportions and materials of the dynamic façade design continue
today to serve as a clear example of an early twentieth-century commercial/theater
building in the downtown core…The building’s significance is based on its distinctive
architecture and its role in Downtown Berkeley as an entertainment venue.”

ARCHITECTURALLY SIGNIFICANT: THEWORKOF AMASTER

The UA Berkeley is listed as an architecturally significant building in the 1994 and 2012
downtown Berkeley design guidelines.

According to a 2015 LPC memorandum, “...architectural significance is identified when a
building distinctly represents a particular style, building type or historic material, and,

therefore, illustrates
through its appearance
alone the artistic and
practical values of the
community. Individually,
architecturally significant
buildings and structures
represent excellent
composition,
proportions, detailing,
and materials, and o�en
are a reflection of their
original designers’ body
of work as the ‘work of a
master.’”

According to the Shattuck
Avenue Historic Context
and Survey from 2015,
which also listed the UA
as significant: “When a
building illustrates a story
of the events, aesthetic
values, or patterns
important to a
community it can be
considered historically
significant. Buildings can
be significant for their
rarity, utility, beauty,
associations, or an ability
to convey other
important associations.

Although significance can relate to larger community themes, architectural significance
is identified when a building distinctly represents a particular style, building type or
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historic material, and, therefore, illustrates through its appearance alone the artistic and
practical values of the community. Individually architecturally significant buildings and
structures represent excellent composition, proportions, detailing, and materials, and
o�en are a reflection of their original designers’ body of work.”

According to the 2012 Downtown Berkeley Design Guidelines: “The guidelines for
Significant Buildings are somewhat more flexible in terms of materials and details;
however, the architectural character of Significant Buildings must be preserved.”

17. Is the property endangered? Yes. Panoramic Interests, a residential real estate
developer that purchased the property in 2022, has an application pending with the city
to raze the vast bulk of the theater building and replace it with a 17-story apartment
tower.

18. Photographs:

Date: Photographer: See photos throughout, plus addendum files.

Repository: BAHA, Berkeley Public Library, Berkeley Historical Society, Margaret
Herrick collection, Berkeley planning department.

19. Bibliography: See below.

20. Recorder: Rose Ellis and Laura Linden

Organization: Save the UA Berkeley

UA in 1972, shortly before
divided into two screens. Steve
Levin/Theatre Historical Society.
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ADDITIONAL IMAGES ANDDESCRIPTIONS OF INTERIOR

Stage, Proscenium & Sunburst. Berkeley Gazette,
1932

According to theater historian Greg
King, the auditorium ceiling was
created with an original Art Deco cast
plaster. The sunburst on the ceiling
contained rays in gold and silver. The
plaster element ran from the face of
the proscenium over the orchestra
seating and stretched toward the
balcony.  The ceiling above the
outstretched rays was composed of
intricate grillwork, backed by hidden
lighting, and the rays concealed more
lighting, which was designed to up
light the ceiling surface.

Sunburst on original ceiling, hidden
behind false multiplex ceiling. Photo
taken 2016, Greg King.
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Artist rendering of proscenium winged figures. Rosslyn Manx, 2023.

PROSCENIUM— (concealed behind retrofits)

The original stage opening, and proscenium arch were flanked by a pair of semicircular
pillars and topped by a stylized frieze of twelve winged figures. The figures are cast in
plaster and finished in gold. Figures le� and right of center face towards a central cast
plaster element suggestive of a fountain, and range from smaller to larger in size, as
they repeat from opposite ends of the proscenium to its middle. The background

surrounding the figures consists
of concentric horizontally and
vertically stepped geometric
patterns. (Descriptions in this
section provided by theater
historian Greg King.)

Photo of winged figures of proscenium
hidden behind multiplex false walls. Taken
by Greg King in 2016.
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Rear of Auditorium. Berkeley Gazette, 1932.

Balcony photo, 1940s. Margaret Herrick collection. Walls and ceilings decorated with painted leaves, vertical stripes.
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Proscenium curtain and winged figures
late 1960s.

Right grille and sunburst. Berkeley Gazette, 1932.

ORGAN GRILLES — (concealed behind
multiplex)

Both le� and right organ grilles are
thought to survive and are fronted by
false balconies, hiding covers for
uplighting the grilles. The grilles and
false balconies were originally adorned
with Art Deco patterned plasterwork
with original metallic finishes.  The
grillwork was flanked by semicircular
pillars, and is further accented above by
a concentric, semicircular stepped
ceiling.
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FOYER LOUNGE — (converted to cinema auditorium)

The Foyer Lounge was known to consist of early, or “High” Art Deco plasterwork,
consisting of soffits, beams, and ribbed areas.  Ceilings are thought to retain all original
painting and Art Deco decoration with original custom light fixtures. A pair of silver
sculpted bas reliefs adorn the walls opposite each other. They depict human figures, in a
unique, modified Cubist/Art Deco hybrid style.

Foyer lounge walled off.

Lounge fixture, plaster ribbed ceiling.
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Heinsbergen painted ceiling detail.

Foyer lounge fixture, medallion.

Foyer lounge medallion.
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MEZZANINE LOUNGE — (converted to cinema)

The Mezzanine Lounge is thought to retain all its Art Deco plasterwork, lighting
fixtures, and painted detail.

Mezzanine lounge outside of
cinema walls at the right.

Mezzanine lounge cinema conversion.
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Mezzanine ceiling in lounge.
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GRAND LOBBY

Beveled French mirror.

The Grand Lobby is a four-story room with
original plasterwork on the ceiling, lined by
Modernistic engaged pillars.  Three large,
custom chandeliers are suspended in this
space.  Large French tinted mirrors
surrounded by concentric, filigreed plaster
arcs are accented with Art Deco painted
details. Original, stylized murals on the
engaged pillars were covered over with
floral-patterned murals on canvas in the late
1940s-early 1950s. The original paint on the

ceiling was painted over and simplified at that time. The original entrance doors
remain, and
feature fine
woodwork,
and most
retain panels
of simply
patterned,
original
sandblasted
etched glass.
Inlaid,
patterned
wood doors
also exist at
the entrances
to the
Auditorium.

Grand lobby,
February 2023.
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Mezzanine
overlook,
railing,
and
vertical
elements.

Floral insert
design and
aluminum rail.
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Overlook of
railings
with
horizontal
and vertical
elements.

ALUMINUM SILVER RAILINGS

Polished aluminum railings
overlooking the Grand Lobby and
adorning the stairways from the Inner
Foyer to the mezzanine were produced
locally, using a then-new production
technique to create bends and returns
not possible before.  These railings,
with their combination of Futurist
Modern sleekness and floral-patterned
cast inserts, rival some of the finest
examples of such work in other
buildings, including New York’s Radio
City Music Hall, and Oakland’s
Paramount Theatre.

Berkeley Gazette, Sept. 15, 1932.
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INNER FOYER MURALS

The two original murals
adorning the Inner Foyer are
paintings in oils on canvas,
adhered to the curved
walls. They represent the finest
Art Deco scene painting that was
produced by the famous
Heinsbergen Decorating
Company at the time. The floral
patterns painted on the textured
ceiling above the murals are
likewise the work of Heinsbergen
and are unique among the
studio’s output.

Inner foyer recessed mural and
ceiling detail.
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Heinsbergen mural inset on
wall.

Bronze grille.
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VESTIBULEWITH BOXOFFICE

Two layers of original
mahogany doors with
etched glass panels
separate the front
vestibule from the
grand lobby.
Underneath the early
‘80s rainbow design is
the original
ornamental plasterwork
from the early ‘30s,
according to historian
Greg King. Source:
Ximena Natera,
Berkeleyside.

Close up of etched glass
design of the original
mahogany doors. Source:
Gary Parks.
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ADDITIONAL EXTERIOR PHOTOS OF THEATER

Daytime
street view of
the UA a�er
it opened in
Sept. 1932.
Credit:
Berkeley
Architectural
Heritage
Association.

Street event
in front of UA,
1938.
Margaret
Herrick
collection.
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A movie promotion in front of the UA Berkeley in 1939. Credit: Gary Parks/Jack Tillmany Collection.
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UA Berkeley in 1968. Source: Steve Levin/Theatre Historical Society of America.
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A�er the theater was divided into
two auditoriums, approximately
1974. Credit: Gary Parks/Jack
Tillmany Collection.
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The UA as a fourplex, approximately 1980. Credit: Gary Parks/Jack Tillmany Collection.
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A more recent photo of the UA facade and marquee, showing the WPA-style Unity and Artistry motif.
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CITY BUILDING PERMITS

Application for Building Permit,
Alteration and Repairs, no.
36015, June 15, 1931
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Application for Building
Permit, Class A-B and C
Building, no. 36095, Aug. 5,
1931
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Application for
Building Permit,
Class A-B and C
Building, no. 36685,
Feb. 3, 1932
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Another city permit document. Source: BAHA.
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NEWSPAPER ARTICLES AND ADVERTISEMENTS

Daily Gazette coverage of UA opening, Sept. 15, 1932.
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Daily Gazette, Sept. 15, 1932
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Daily Gazette, Sept. 15, 1932
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Daily Gazette, Sept. 15, 1932.
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Oakland Tribune column, Sept. 1932.
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Garden Harvest Festival photo, 1944.
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Gazette article about Heinsbergen exhibit, 1973.
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Daily Gazette ad, 1946.

Daily Gazette ad, 1946.
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Berkeley Gazette full-page photo spread. September 1932.
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